
10 INSTRUCTOR: PROFESSOR LEISMAN

Midterm 2 Review: Chapters 3-5
Chapter 3: Chaos in 1D (sections 1-4)

• Lyapunov number: average stretching per iterate of an orbit.
• Lyapunov exponent: h = lnL
• Know difference between periodic orbits, eventually periodic orbits, asymptotically periodic orbits.
• How do you know if an orbit is chaotic?
• Tent Map: prove it has many chaotic orbits. (Use itineraries: an eventually periodic orbit must have an eventually
repeating itinerary.)

• Logistic Map: Conjugacy with Tent Map
– Prove if x is a periodic point of T then C(x) is a periodic point of G.
– Prove if C � �= 0, then stability criterion for G and T is the same: (Gk)�(C(x)) = (T k)�(x). (Thrm 3.11)
– Prove most orbits of T and Ghave same Ly. exponents. (Remember not all because of C � �= 0 criterion)
– Prove G has chaotic orbits.

• Fixed point theorem, how it applies to itineraries
• Covering Rule for Transition graphs
• Make transition graph from description of map
• Prove existence of periodic orbits of certain periods based on transition graph and itineraries

Chapter 4: Fractals (sections 1-6)

• Middle Third Cantor set: know how to generate it
• Definition of a Fractal
• Definition of measure zero, how do we know middle Third cantor set has measure zero?
• Use base 3 to determine what is in middle third cantor set
• Know that middle third cantor set is uncountable (but don’t have to prove)
• Probablistic generation of fractals: using iterated function systems
• Definition of Affine contraction map, given a map tell if it is an affine contraction map
• Give an iterated function system that generates Middle third cantor set, serpinski gasket, or serpinski carpet
• Know how we can generate the Cantor set as a basin of attraction for the Tent Map
• Other ways to generate fractals: basin of a given fixed point or periodic orbit or infinity, or range of parameter values
for a given orbit to converge

• Recognize pictures of Mandlebrot set and Julia sets and Henon fractal basin boundary, know how each was formed.
(Memorize this)

• Compute box counting dimension for a given set

Chapter 5: Chaos in 2D (or more) (sections 1, 4, 5, 6)

• Describe the Lyapunov number for m dimensions
• Compute the Lyapunov numbers for specific trivial examples
• How do we know an orbit is chaotic?
• Prove Cat map has chaotic orbits, given that all periodic orbits are x, y ∈ Q and all periodic orbits are saddles.
• Markov Partitions (2D): know the assumptions that we make for these
• Know what the “lies across” rule is and how it works
• Know if a given example defines a Markov partition that holds the relevant assumptions and the lies across property...
• Know how the fixed point theorem applies in 2D using Markov Partitions
• Draw a few itineraries for Baker’s Map (forward and backwards)
• Draw a few itineraries for a different 2D map with a given partition, forward and backwards...
• Prove Skinny Baker Map has chaotic orbits
• Know what a shift map is
• Draw a transition graph for a given 2D map with a given partition.
• Horseshoe map ...
• Prove Horseshoe map has chaotic orbits

Memorize:

• Formula for Tent Map (the standard one with a = 2)
• Formula for Logistic Map (standard one with a = 4)
• Conjugacy C(T (x)) = G(C(x)) with C(x) = 1−cosπx
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• Fixed point theorem
• Recognize pictures of Mandlebrot set and Julia sets and Henon fractal basin boundary, know how each was formed.
• Scaling law
• Simplifications of the scaling law

Maps with chaotic orbits:
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• Tent Map with a = 2
• Logistic Map with a = 4
• Other 1D maps via conjugacy
• Cat Map
• Baker’s Map
• Horseshoe Map

Others...
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